Abstract. This paper concerns versioning services over Semantic Web (SW) repositories. We propose a novel storage index (based on partial orders), called POI, that exploits the fact that RDF Knowledge Bases (KB) have not a unique serialization (as it happens with texts). POI can be used for storing several (versionrelated or not) SW KBs. We discuss the benefits and drawbacks of this approach in terms of storage space and efficiency both analytically and experimentally in comparison with the existing approaches (including the change-based approach). For the latter case we report experimental results over synthetic data sets. POI offers notable space saving as well as efficiency in various cross version operations. It is equipped with an efficient version insertion algorithm and could be also exploited in cases where the set of KBs does not fit in main memory.
Introduction and Motivation
The provision of versioning services is an important requirement of several modern applications of the Semantic Web, e.g. for digital information preservation [3, 14] , and for e-learning applications [13] . Two key performance aspects of a version management system is the storage space and the time needed for creating (resp. retrieving) a new (resp. existing) version. In the Semantic Web (SW) there exist only limited support of versioning services. Most of the related works [9, 16, 10, 11] propose high level services for manipulating versions but none of these have so far focused on the performance aspect of these services (they mainly overlook the storage space perspective). In general, we could identify the following approaches:
(a) Keep stored each version as an independent triple store. This is actually the approach adopted in all previous works [16, 11, 9] on versioning for SW repositories. The obvious drawback of this approach is the excessive storage space requirements. (b) Keep stored only the deltas between two consecutive versions [12, 2] . To construct the contents of a particular version one has to execute a (potentially long) sequence of deltas (which could be computationally expensive). However, appropriate comparison functions and change operation semantics can result in smaller in size deltas as described in [17] . The extreme case where only the change log is kept stored and marked positions (on that log) are used to indicate versions, is elaborated on [15] which also provides methods for reducing the size of a sequence of deltas.
In this paper we propose and analyze an approach (actually a storage index structure) that stands between the above two extremes. It aims at exploiting the fact that it is expected to have several versions (not necessarily consecutive) whose contents overlap. In addition, it exploits the fact that RDF graphs have not a unique serialization (as it happens with text), and this allows us to explore directions that have not been elaborated by the classical versioning systems for texts (e.g. [12, 2] ). Specifically, we view an RDF KB as a set of triples. In a nutshell, the main contribution of this work is the introduction of a storage data structure, called POI, based on partial orders that exploits the expected overlap between versions' contents in order to reduce the storage space, also equipped with algorithms (including an auxiliary caching technique) for efficient version insertion and retrieval. It is important to note that the structure (and occupied space) of POI is independent of the version history. Knowledge of version history can be exploited just for speeding up some operations (specifically the insertion of versions that are defined by combining existing versions). It follows that the benefits from adopting POI are not limited to versioning. It could also be exploited for building repositories appropriate for collaborative applications, e.g. for applications that require keeping personal and shared spaces (KBs) as it is the case of modern e-learning applications (e.g. see trialogical e-learning [13] ). In such cases, we need to store a set of KBs that are not historically connected and are expected to overlap. In comparison to the change-based approaches (proposed in the context of the SW [17] or not [4, 5] ) we could say that POI stores explicitly only the versions with the minimal (with respect to set containment) contents. All the rest versions are stored in a positively incremental way, specifically positive deltas are organizing as a partially ordered set (that is history-independent) aiming at minimizing the total storage space. It follows that POI occupies less space than the change-based approach in cases where there are several versions (or KBs in general) not necessarily consecutive (they could be even in parallel evolution tracks) whose contents are related by set inclusion (⊆).
Regarding version retrieval time, the cost of retrieving the contents of a version in the change-based approach is analogous to the distance from the closest stored snapshot (either first or last version, according to the delta policy adopted [5] ). Having a POI the cost is independent of any kind of history, but it depends on the contents of the particular version, specifically on the depth of the corresponding node in the POI graph.
In comparison with other works on versioning (not in the SW context), [5] focuses on providing fast access to the current (or recent) versions, while we focus on minimizing the storage space, in an attempt to support applications with vast amounts of overlapping versions. [6] focuses on composite versioned objects, i.e. objects composed of other versioned objects.
In general, POI is an advantageous approach for archiving set-based data, especially good for inclusion-related and "oscillating" 1 data. This is verified analytically and experimentally. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces basic notions and notations. Section 3 introduces POI. Section 4 elaborates on the storage requirements of POI by providing analytical and experimental results. Section 5 provides version insertion algorithms and reports experimental results. Sec-tion 6 discusses other operations that can be performed efficiently with a POI. Finally, Section 7 summarizes and identifies issues for future research. Due to space limitations, proofs and other details are available in the extended version of this paper 2 .
Framework and Notations
Def. 1 If T is the set of all possible RDF triples (or quadruples if we consider graph spaces [7] ), then :
-a knowledge base (for short KB) is a (finite) subset S of T , -a named knowledge base (for short NKB) is a pair (S, i) where i is an identifier and S is a KB, -a multi knowledge base (for short MKB) is a set of NKBs each having a distinct identifier, and -a versioned knowledge base (for short VKB) is a MKB plus an acyclic subsequent relation over the identifiers of the NKBs that participate to MKB.
Let Id be the set of all possible identifiers (e.g. the set of natural numbers). If v = (S, i) is a NKB (i.e. S ⊆ T , i ∈ Id) then we will say that i is the identifier of v, and S is the content of v (we shall write id(v) = i and D(i) = S respectively).
Let
A subsequent (version) relation over a MKB V is any function of the form next : id(V ) → P(id(V )), where P(·) denotes powerset. For instance, suppose that next(i) = {j, k}. In this case we will say that i is a direct previous version of j and k, and that j and k are direct next versions of i. If next(i) = ∅, then we will call version i leaf version of V . We call a version id i the root version of V , if there does not exist any version id j, such that i ∈ next(j). A pair (V, next) is a VKB if the graph (id(V ), next) is acyclic. Table 1 presents some version management services and their semantics in the form of conditions that should hold before their call and after their run. In particular, insert adds a new version with id i and version content S. Additionally, merge differs from insert service in that the content of the new version (with identifier h) is the result of the application of a set operator, denoted by , on the contents of two (or more) existing versions (having identifiers i and j). In this way we could model operators like those proposed in [8] . Below we present methods for storing V (we will not discuss the storage of next as this is trivial and of minor importance). To aid understanding, Figure 1 sketches the storage policies that we will investigate in the sequel. One trivial approach, which is adopted by current SW versioning tools [16, 11, 9] , is to store each individual NKB independently and entirely. Another approach [17, 4, 5] is to store the initial NKB and the deltas of every other version with respect to its previous version. Since versions usually contain overlapping triples, we propose the use of an index in order to reduce the number of triple copies. For instance, in the example of Figure 1 four copies of triple a are stored in the trivial case (see the left part of Figure 1 ). However, with the use of the index we propose, only two a copies are stored (see the right part of Figure 1 ). To describe this index, we first introduce some preliminary background material and definitions.
Given two subsets S, S of T , we shall say that S is narrower than S , denoted by S ≤ S , if S ⊇ S . So, ∅ is the top element of ≤, and the infinite set T is the bottom element. Clearly, (P(T ), ≤) is a partially ordered set (poset).
We can define the partial order of a versioned KB by restricting ≤, on the elements of D(V ). For brevity, we shall use the symbol to denote ≤ |D(V ) .
In our running example, we have D(V ) = {{a, b}, {a, b, c}, {a, c}, {a, b, c}} and the third diagram of Figure 1 shows the Hasse diagram of the partially ordered set (D(V ), ). This diagram actually illustrates the structure of the so-called storage graph that we introduce below.
A storage graph Υ is any pair Γ, stored where Γ = (N, R) is a directed acyclic graph and stored is a function from the set of nodes N to P(T ). If (a, b) ∈ R, i.e. it is an edge, we will also write a → b.
For a node n ∈ N , stored(n) is actually a set of triples, so it is the storage space associated with node n. Table 2 shows all notations (relating to storage graphs) that will be used. Table 2 . Notations for Storage Graphs
For each node n of a storage graph we can define its content, denoted dy content(n), by exploiting the structure of the graph and the function stored. Specifically we define:
so it is the union of the sets of triples that are stored in all nodes from n to the top elements of Γ . We should stress that content(n) is not stored, instead it is computed whenever it is necessary. The Partial-Order Index, for short POI, is a storage graph whose structure is that of (D(V ), r ). Note that r denotes the reflexive and transitive reduction of . Consider a NKB (D(i), i). Each version id i is associated with a node n i whose storage space is defined as:
The fourth diagram of Figure 1 illustrates the storage graph of this policy for our running example. For each node n i the elements of stored(n i ) are shown at the internal part of that node. Although we have 4 versions, Γ contains only 3 nodes. As an example, D(4) = {a, b} ∪ {a, c} = {a, b, c}.
Analyzing Storage Space Requirements
Let IC (from "individual copies") denote the policy where each individual version is stored independently, POI denotes the case where a POI is adopted and CB (from Changed Based) the case where deltas are stored. Below we compare these policies with respect to storage space.
If Z denotes a policy, we shall use space t (Z) to denote the number of triples that are stored according to policy Z. It is not hard to see that
Regarding the first formula, strict inequality holds, i.e. space t (POI) < space t (IC) if there is a version whose content is a subset of the content of another version. Specifically, the worst case for POI is when all nodes of the storage graph are leaves (except for the root). That case leads to space requirements equal to those of IC. On the other hand, the best case for POI, is when the content of every version is a subset of the content of every version with greater content cardinality. In that case every triple is stored only once in the storage graph. Regarding CB, in the worst case it stores 2 × space t (IC) triples, while in the best case stores every triple only once and thus coincides with the best case of POI.
Regarding graph size, for IC and CB no index structure has to be kept as we store explicitly the entire of every version. Concerning POI, the number of nodes of the storage graph is |D(V )|. Notice that |D(V )| ≤ |id(V )|, i.e. less than or equal to the number of versions 3 . The number of edges coincides with the size of the relation r . This relation can have at most 
Experimental Evaluation
In order to measure the storage space required by each policy we created a testbed comprising from 100 to 1000 versions, each having 10,000 triples on average, where the size of each triple is 100 bytes (a typical triple size). As in real case scenarios, a new version is commonly produced by modifying an existing version, in order to generate the content of a new version, we first choose at random a parent version and then we either add or delete triples from the parent contents. The difference in triples with respect to the parent content is 10%, i.e. 1000 triples. We have an additional parameter d that defines the probability to choose triple additions (so with probability 1 − d we subtract triples). In this respect, we create versions whose contents are either supersets or subsets of the contents of existing versions. We experimented with d in the range of [0.5, 1.0] (we ignored values smaller than 0.5 as subtractions usually do not exceed additions). For additions, we assumed that the 25% of the additional triples are triples which already exist in the KB (in the content of a different than the parent version), while the rest 75% are brand new triples. This is motivated by the fact that in a versioning system it is more rare to re-add a triple which exists in an old version and was removed in one of the subsequent versions, than to add new triples. Clearly, as d approaches 1, more new triples are created and less are deleted (so the total number of distinct triples increases). The minimum (resp. maximum) sized version contains 6000 (resp. 13000) triples, while |T V | = 43000. We should also stress that, if we only create versions by adding triples, then the resulting storage graph resembles a tree. The higher the probability of deleting triples is, the higher the probability of having nodes with more than one fathers becomes. In the later case, we have increased number of edges. The more edges we have the higher the probability of having nodes with overlapping stored contents. We compared the three approaches IC, CB and POI using a PC with a Pentium IV 3.4GHz processor and 2 GB of main memory, over Windows XP. For the changebased approach (CB), we compute and store the delta ∆ e [17] between two consecutive versions. Regarding, the storage graph of POI, we assume node size equal to 20 bytes and edge size equal to 12 bytes. To further reduce the storage space, we used a table listing all triples each associated with a unique identifier. The contents of each version (specifically n.stored) is represented as a set of identifiers (rather than triples).
We first show the characteristics of POI and then we proceed with its comparison with the rest two policies. The left part of Figure 2 shows the number of graph edges of POI. As d increases, the number of edges (and consequently of paths) decreases and POI gains advantage by its invariant to store every triple only once in a single path. The right part of Figure 2 shows the number of triples stored in POI. Notice that as d increases, the number of stored triples tends to decrease (because duplicates decrease).
To show that POI saves space in cases where there are versions with equal or inclusion-related content, we used datasets that guarantee that each distinct triple set is content of K versions. The left part of Figure 3 shows the total size of IC, POI, and CB for d = 0.5 and various values of K (specifically 1 ≤ K ≤ 10) 4 . Notice that CB and POI are much better than IC (9 and 18 times better respectively), and the 4 The total number of versions is 100*K.
Add new version with id=15 such that: content(15) content(5) content (15) content (7) content (15) content (9) content (15) content ( greater the value of K is, the better POI than CB is. For K = 1 POI is roughly 2 times better than CB, while for K = 10, POI is roughly 18 times better than CB.
Regarding version retrieval times, we measured the time to retrieve the contents of all versions and report the average. The results are shown in the right part of Figure  3 for various values of d and K = 1. Obviously, IC is the best regarding content retrieval, since no structure should be traversed, as every node is assigned to its content. In contrast, POI needs to traverse all the ancestors of the given node. CB slightly outperforms POI, but we have to note that the history paths in our datasets are very small. In a realistic setting CB would be much slower than POI. Once again, the decrease in number of edges as long as d increases, results in shorter traversals for POI and as a consequence its difference with IC tends to decrease. In any case, POI content retrieval time is acceptable (i.e., max. of 0.013 sec).
Version Insertion Algorithms
The insertion algorithms exploit the structure and the semantics of the storage graph. Intuitively, we have to check whether the new version is subset or superset of one of the existing versions. To this end, we start from the root(s) of the storage graph and we descend. To be more specific, let B be a family of subsets of T , let < be the cover relation over these and let < r be its transitive reduction. Suppose that we want to insert a new subset A (i.e. A ∈ B) and update accordingly the relation < r . We define:
To update < r we have to add the relationships A < r p for every p ∈ P arents(A), and
Algorithm 1 InsertInPoset(A)
Input: a set of triples A Output: updated cover relation of the poset so that to contain a node corresponding to A (if there is no such node already)
==FIND PARENTS=============================== (1) Stack = new STACK(); PARENTS = new Set(); NOTPARENTS = new Set(); (2) push (Stack, {root(Γ )}) (3) while not(isEmpty(Stack)) (4) n = pop(Stack) (5) if (n ∈ NOTPARENTS) (6) push(Stack, {x ∈ Down(n) | x / ∈ P AREN T S)}) (7) else if n.contents = A // a node with contents A already exists (8) break (9) else if n.contents ⊂ A (10) PARENTS = (PARENTS ∪{n}) \ U p t (n) // all upper nodes of n are certainly // not parents (11) NOTPARENTS = NOTPARENTS ∪U p t (n) (12) push(Stack, Down(n)) ==FIND CHILDREN=============================== (13) Stack = new STACK(PARENTS) // a new stack with initial contents the set PARENTS (14) CHILDREN = new Set() (15) while not(isEmpty(Stack)) (16) n = pop(Stack) (17) if
c < r A for every c ∈ Children(A). In addition we have to eliminate redundant relationships (that may exist between P arent(A) and Children(A), specifically we have to eliminate all c < r p relationships where c ∈ Children(A) and p ∈ P arents(A)).
Let now see how we could find the children and the parents of a set A and update appropriately the relation < r . Returning to the problem at hand, this scenario corresponds to the case where each node n of a storage graph had explicitly stored contents(n). Algorithm 1 sketches the crux of the algorithm in pseudocode. It is based on a Stack and two sets called PARENTS and NOTPARENTS. The root of the storage is denoted by root(Γ ) and every storage graph has a single root corresponding to a dummy version with an empty content. Note that the relation → of the storage graph corresponds to the relation < r , i.e. a → b ⇒ content(b) ⊂ content(a). An indicative example of version addition is illustrated in Figure 4 . The stack contents are shown in every step.
To implement version insertion we could use Alg. 1. The only difference is that in a storage graph n.contents (where n is a node) is not explicitly stored (instead only n.stored is stored). One naive approach would be to compute n.contents by taking the union of the stored triples of its (direct and indirect) broader nodes, i.e. to use the formula (1). Each such computation would require O(d(n)) set union operations where d(n) is the depth of the node n multiplied to the average number of parents. If the storage graph is a tree, then all set union operations would actually be concatenations (and thus faster). In case of DAG, we have to perform set union operations only for nodes that have more than one father. We will hereafter call this algorithm POI-plain insertion (for short Insert POI p ) algorithm.
Insert POI-DoubleStack (Insert POI ds ) Insertion Algorithm
To reduce the number of set union operations that are issued by the Insert POI p algorithm for computing content(n) for a node n, here we present a more time efficient algorithm which employs a second stack (actually it is a cache) for keeping stored (and thus reusing) results of operations that have already been computed. The second stack, called CStack (where C comes from contents), stores elements comprising of two components: a version id and its content (i.e. a set of triples). The extension of Alg. 1 with the second stack is Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 2 TSContent(n)
Input: a node id Output: the set of triples comprising the content of node n (the stack CStack is updated, if necessary).
(1) if (e=lookup(CStack, n)) (2) return e.content //returns the contents of element e (3) else (4) Res = stored(n) (5) for each n ∈ U p(n)
push(CStack, (n, Res)) //pushes a pair (key, content) to the stack (8) return Res
To compute the contents of a node n it uses the function TSContent (Algorithm 2) which accesses the second stack. If the storage graph were a tree then we would be sure that all broader nodes of a node are in the stack (in both Stack and CStack stacks).
However the storage graph is a DAG in the general case, so this is not always true. That's why TSContent uses a lookup and if the sought element is not in CStack it creates and stores it to CStack. We will hereafter call this algorithm Insert POI-DoubleStack (for short Insert POI ds ) insertion algorithm.
Algorithm 3 TSContentAndClean(n, PARENTS, initialN)
Input: a node id, the ids of its parents, a node id (in the root call of the routine n = initialN) Output: the sets of triples comprising the content of node n. The stack is updated (addition, deletion) if necessary.
(1) if (e = lookup(CStack, n)) (2) Res = getElemContent(CStack, n) (3) if ((e.Y == 1) & (n / ∈ PARENTS)) (4) delElem(CStack, n) (5) else (6) editElem(CStack, (n, Res, Y), (n, Res, Y-1)) //decreases the 3rd component //of the stack element (7) else (8) Res = stored(n) (9) for each n ∈ U p(n) (10) Res = Res ∪ TSContentAndClean(n', PARENTS, initialN) //concatanation (11) push(CStack, (n, Res, |Down(n)|)) //pushes a triple (key, content, number of children) to the stack (12) return Res
To reduce the total space needed by CStack, Alg. 4 actually uses a different implementation of Alg. 2 called TSContentAndClean (Alg. 3) that frees the contents of those versions that are not needed any more. Specifically, an element of CStack should be removed if one of the following two conditions holds: (a) its content is not a subset of A, so the traversal of the storage graph will not continue to its descendants and therefore its contents are not needed any more, (b) it is not a (definite) parent of the node to be inserted and all its children are already in CStack. Specifically, if all its children are already in CStack the version content is not needed because it is a subset of the content of every child of it.
To this end we extend the structure of each CStack element with a third component, denoted by Y , which is actually a variable initialized to the number of children (of the corresponding node) that is decreased by one whenever lookup finds and fetches that element. When it reaches 0, the element (if not a parent) should be removed because that means that the contents of all its children are already stored in CStack. We will hereafter call this algorithm Insert POI-DoubleStack(Clean) (for short Insert POI dsc ). Figure 4 shows these stacks in our running example. Specifically, the left stack is the Stack, the center stack is the CStack as employed by T SContent algorithm, while the right one is the CStack as employed by T SContentAndClean algorithm. After the PARENTS have been computed, CST ack remains the same and therefore we show only Stack. Notice how shorter CStack is according to T SContentAndClean. (2) push (Stack, {root(Γ )}) (3) while not(isEmpty(Stack)) (4) n = pop(Stack) (5) if (n ∈ NOTPARENTS) (6) push(Stack, {x ∈ Down(n) | x / ∈ PARENTS)}) (7) else if n.contents = A (8) break (9) else if TSContentAndClean(n, 
Experimental Evaluation
To compare the Insert POI implementations we employed the same testbed of 100 versions, of 10,000 triples on average, that has been presented in Section 4.1. The left (resp. right) part of Figure 5 illustrates the average version insertion time (resp. main memory required) in log scale. Of course, the size of the storage graph is the same irrespective of the employed insertion algorithm. As one would expect, Insert POI p is the slowest but the less main memory consuming implementation of POI. On the other edge of the time-space tradeoff, lies Insert POI ds , which is the fastest but the most main memory consuming implementation. In particular, Insert POI p is from 181 (for d=0.5) to 3.7 (for d=1) times slower than Insert POI ds , but Insert POI ds needs 4 orders of magnitude more main memory. POI dsc is 2-3 times less main memory consuming than Insert POI ds and from 2.3 (for d = 0.5) to 1.1 (for d = 1) slower than Insert POI ds . Figure 6 summarizes the above results.
History-based Version Insertion Speedup
We have provided a general method for inserting versions and recall that the storage space requirements of POI are independent of the evolution history. However the knowledge of the evolution history can speed up version insertion, especially in the case we insert versions that are defined through set operations over existed versions. For instance, consider the case we want to insert a new version 
Other Applications & Extensions
Below we discuss a number of operations that can be performed efficiently if a POI is available.
Cross version operations can take advantage from the existence of a POI. For instance, inclusion checking can clearly benefit from a POI. To decide whether D(i) ⊆ D(j) one could pose a reachability query on the storage graph (no need to access the contents of the versions). Moreover, by adopting a labeling scheme [1] for the storage graph Γ we could decide inclusion in O(1).
Additionally, let S be a set of triples. Suppose we want to find all versions i such that S ⊆ D(i) (or D(i) ⊆ S). Such queries would be very expensive in the IC or in the CB approach. By employing a POI we can use the insertion algorithm to insert S to the storage graph. Let n be the inserted node. The sought versions are those that point in nodes of N r t (n) (resp. Br t (n)). We should also mention, that, if the storage graph Γ, stored does not fit in main memory, then we could keep only Γ in main memory, while the function stored could be kept in a relational storage with schema Stored(vid,tid) where tid is the triple identifier. To retrieve the contents of a version i, we need to compute Br t (i) using Γ and then send to the db a disjunctive query (with all ids in Br t (i)).
Concluding Remarks and Further Research
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that focuses on the storage aspect of SW repositories that support versioning. We proposed an index called POI, we verified the space gains of this index experimentally and we provided an efficient version insertion algorithm with acceptable main memory space requirements. From our experiments, POI can be 180 times more space economical compared to IC and 18 times compared to CB for parallel version tracks. Moreover, POI allows performing efficiently various cross-version operations.
It is worth mentioning that we have experimented also with storage graphs that have a semi-lattice structure, specifically with graphs that contain a node for each intersection of version contents. Such graphs guarantee that each triple is stored at most once. However, the storage gains obtained are compensated by the space required to keep the excessive number of edges of the storage graph. In future, we plan to compare POI with the inverse POI, i.e. with storage graphs that store explicitly the maximal elements and the internal nodes are negative deltas. We also plan to experiment with real data sets (currently we did not manage to find long version histories of SW data). Last, we could explore possible combinations of POI with change-based storage policies for enabling more sophisticated policies.
